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Climate Connections 
     Programming Summary for October 30 – November 10, 2023 

 
File Name  Air Date   Title         
 
CX231030 Mon., 10/30  Yes, older homes can be weatherized: The U.S. 
Department of Energy has created a webpage with DIY projects that could help you save money 
this winter and reduce your home’s carbon footprint.   
 
CX231031 Tue., 10/31  Climate change is making fall allergy season last weeks 
longer: Ragweed pollen can aggravate asthma and other allergies late into fall.  
 
CX231101 Wed., 11/1   Goodbye, noisy leaf blowers: Illinois landscaper offers 
all-electric service: It’s so much quieter.  
 
CX231102 Thu., 11/2   Wild spring weather swings hurt New York’s fall apple 
harvest: It’s a problem that’s getting worse as the weather gets more erratic.  
 
CX231103 Fri., 11/3   How to cut the carbon footprint of your next flight: 
You could reduce your pollution by up to 63%. 
 
CX231106 Mon., 11/6   The Inflation Reduction Act has created nearly 75,000 
jobs: Plus it’s spurred more than $86 billion in private investments. 
 
CX231107 Tue., 11/7   Pro mountain runner Dakota Jones is doing his part 
for the climate: Through his running camp, he’s getting others involved, too.  
 
CX231108 Wed., 11/8  Battery storage helped Texas power through summer 
heat: Solar and wind energy stored in batteries can help prevent rolling blackouts and power 
failures. 
 
CX231109 Thu., 11/9   Unhoused people are especially vulnerable to wildfire 
smoke: Alameda County Healthcare for the Homeless provides people living outside with 
masks, information about health risks, and guidance for where to seek shelter. 
 
CX231110 Fri., 11/10   ‘Every single time it rains hard here, everyone in town 
gets really tense’: Intense rain caused historic flooding in Montpelier, Vermont, last summer. 
The effects still linger. 
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Climate Connections 
          Programming Summary for November 13 – November 24, 2023 

 
File Name Air Date   Title         
 
CX231113 Mon., 11/13  Climate change could make air travel even worse: 
Floods, heat waves, and storms are causing turbulence and delays.  
 
CX231114 Tue., 11/14   Up to 20% of lung cancer patients never smoked: Air 
pollution has also been linked to the disease. 
 
CX231115  Wed., 11/15   Green careers can provide a new way forward after 
prison: Roots of Success exposes incarcerated people to careers in renewable energy, clean 
transportation, and other environmental fields. 
 
CX231116 Thu., 11/16   Solar worker helps other women get started in the 
industry: Riley Neugebauer founded Solar for Women, which helps women support each other 
online. 
 
CX231117 Fri., 11/17   Wind power boosts his family’s business, Kansas 
rancher says: ‘I always say that wind farming is my best cash crop.’ 
 
CX231120 Mon., 11/20   Uber driver switches to EV, saves money: He’s one of 
about 50,000 who have rented a Tesla through an Uber and Hertz program.  
 
CX231121 Tue., 11/21   Many cyclists want to keep biking even in winter, 
advocate says: But cities don’t always keep bike paths and lanes adequately plowed.  
 
CX231122 Wed., 11/22   Warming winters threaten a unique dessert cider: Ice 
cider requires weeks of frigid temperatures to brew. 
 
CX231123 Thu., 11/23   Are sweet potatoes a climate-resilient crop of the 
future? They thrive in hot temperatures, within limits. 
 
CX231124 Fri., 11/24   Why one researcher is flying less: He’s often asked to 
travel for research and conferences, but he’s found some less-polluting options. 
 
 


